Solving GC challenges with innovative technologies

Although gas chromatography has matured over the past 50 years, challenges related to sample matrices, data integrity, and user technical limitations remain. In this webinar, you'll learn how GC innovations are redrawing the boundaries of performance and usability for a growing number of applications. Specifically, we will explore:

- How new innovations eliminate obstacles to productivity and let you approach GC in a completely new way
- What GC enterprises worldwide are doing to achieve operational excellence
- How Custom Essence, a manufacturer of fine fragrances, is using GC innovation to improve their daily workflow
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Before founding Custom Essence in 1981, Felix served as a perfumer for Alpine Aromatics. He is a frequent contributor to industry publications, and a recipient of several prestigious industry awards.
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A contract lab veteran, Eric works with GC product managers to put together systems that positively impact the businesses of GC and GC/MS labs worldwide.

Participation bonus:
Register and attend the webinar to receive a special offer on Intuvo columns and supplies.

Register now